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Elsie thought she had found love.The handsome young minstrel awoke her desire and his music fed

her soul. But just as love was blossoming, the inconceivable happenedâ€”Elsie awoke more than

seven hundred years in the future, in the body of Dr. Elizabeth Quinn.Gabriel Soldani thought he

had found love several times, only to have it slip from his grasp. In medical school he had fallen

hard for Elizabeth Quinn but their careers led them in different directions. When their paths cross

again, he hopes theyâ€™ve been given another chance. Thereâ€™s only one problemâ€¦the woman

he's never forgotten doesnâ€™t remember him.Once love is foundâ€¦and then lostâ€¦can it be found

again? Please note, Once Found is a romance novel. It contains several mildly explicit intimate

scenes. If you prefer either more or less steam you might be disappointed.
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Most time travel romances take place in the past. This unique perspective involves a young woman

from medieval times traveling to the future namely the year 2006. I enjoyed every word in this book

and would love to read more! It was a refreshing change from the standard storyline. I felt the hero

was a great guy as all heroes are not Alpha driven males. It was interesting to learn how every



loose end was resolved, but however we now know the universe unfolds as it should!

I sincerely LOVED this book! Normally I read historical medieval books and knew this one would be

a time travel/contemporary read but I had to read it after reading her first two books on the "Pocket

Watch" series. This story is the flip-side to the second book where Elsie travels to the future. I was

AMAZED at the things this author thought of when it came to modern conveniences and what Elsie

wouldn't know coming from medieval times. The author clearly placed herself inside Elsie's mind

seeing the world through her eyes. I was also amazed at the several twists that came about

throughout the story. She created several plot twists that brought the story full circle. There are

plenty of surprises and through them, you understand Gertrude's motives as well. Very talented

author, I promise she won't disappoint you and I recommend this book highly.

Elise awoke seven hundred years in the future, in the body of Dr. Elizabeth Quinn. In medical

school, Gabriel Soldani fell in love with her. When he saw her again he was hurt that she didn't

remember him. It all started with a huge pile-up on 495 during a huge snowstorm. They brought her

to the ER while Gabriel was on duty. An old woman, named Gertrude, woke Elise up and gave her a

pocket watch and explained she had switched body's with Elizabeth. Gertrude told her the time

travel had sixty days to experience and learn from a different time. Once Found feed my soul! It will

feed yours! I wish I could give it ten stars!

I really loved the first two in this series, so I was very much looking forward to this one.

Unfortunately, I was slightly disappointed that it didn't grab my like the others. First of all, I think I

much prefer the premise of someone going back in time than someone coming forward. This felt

more like contemporary fiction than the historical fiction that I love. I also didn't feel as much of an

emotional connection to the characters. It was an entertaining and pleasant read, but was just

missing that extra something that keeps me riveted to the pages.

LOVED IT!!! Ceci did it yet again!! Awesome story!! So hard to put it down! When you think you

know whats going to happen next. Yup! You are wrong!! This is such a great story!! And many

"Life's tips to live by" if your paying attention. All of the characters are great. When you read a Ceci

Giltenan story. You are taken to where ever the story takes place. Yet not bored to death with to

much description just enough. Great series! The Pocket Watch Chronicles. Its a definite must

HAVE!! You won't be sorry.



There is enough written about the story line in other reviews. I have read several of Giltenan's books

and am growing fonder each time. She writes tastefully steamy books that have a bit of history in

them. The romance develops with some usual problems. There is a touch of suspense in this book.

I read so many authors and now I am adding another. Will read as I can. Great job Giltenan.

I so enjoyed this book. After reading the previous book about Elizabeth's adventures this book

answered so many questions. There are some truly fantastic twist and surprises in this book that

made it extra special!!! I hope for many more stories in this series!! Thank you for a great book Cecil

Giltenan!!!

If you like the first two, this is a decent follow up, but I found it kind of boring, and the family tree with

people affected by the pocket watch was a bit much for me. The author is a good writer, obviously

very knowledgeable of the medical implications of the stories, and her cure for people knowing the

language in a different time is very simple but wonderfully done. I have no major complaints, but it

was not the most interesting story, and I really didn't connect to the characters like I normally do.

The hero is not an alpha a**, but his foray with time threw me. I will be vague to avoid spoilers, but

suffice it to say, I liked the predecessors more, but it is not a bad book, and worth checking out. It

lacked a certain charm and plot devices to give it a higher rating, but that's just personal opinion. I'll

certainly keep following the writer, but this was a miss for me.
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